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To:

Rudy Davis

Attachments:

(9) Upon 25 AUGUST 2016 arrival at Muskegon Prison, a false misconduct report was written
for alleged contraband of me having legal documents of my newly-filed medical Civil Rights
lawsuit. This was a fraudulent excuse to keep documents of my lawsuit from me so I could not
represent the case. My legal papers were kept in the Muskegon Property Room from 25
AUGUST 2016 to 17 JANUARY 2017 transfer. Meanwhile in OCTOBER through
DECEMBER 2016, Health Service embezzled $25 from me as medical COPAY for when I
passed out after eating chow hall food to which I may be allergic. MDOC policy prohibited
charging for emergencies. The COPAY is MDOC's usual "DEEP STATE" Communistic
behavior modification tactic intended to teach a prisoner to die rather than seek medical
treatment for life-threatening Anaphylaxis or any serious disease so CORIZON HEALTH can
profiteer (serve Mammon) at cost of human life in Michigan's DEATH CAMPS. When I asked
for documentation on the COPAY, all involved said they did not have it and to ask others; the
runaround. It appears they paid back $15 of the embezzled funds but ARUS Patrick E. Miseta
and Resident Unit Manager Lashae Simmons transferred me from Muskegon Prison to Cotton
Prison on 17 JANUARY 2017 in retaliation for my grievance on the embezzlement.
(10) Upon the 17 JANUARY 2017 transfer to Cotton Prison, I had not seen most of my
property since 12 JUNE 2016 when first hospitalized for multiple Heart Attacks and Stroke.
Cotton Prison Property Officers Brenda Schmeltz and _____ Stephens (retired in JUNE 2017),
Cotton Warden Anthony Stewart (jailed for covering-up murders of prisoners by Guards), and
Richard D. Russell and Melody Wallace of MDOC Lansing refused to give me my memory
typewriter and acoustic-electric guitar because, according to them, MDOC Staff had choppedup the wiring in my typewriter and guitar. They would not allow these repaired despite MDOC
policy requiring repairs. They also refused to give me my 28-year-old beard-trimmer and
calculator because of wear on them from normal use. They also took all sorts of musical
accessories and sheet music that I used to compose, sing and teach music, and my legallyowned hobbycraft supplies used for making wooden jewelry boxes. Assistant Resident Unit
Manager Christopher Young was corruptly ORDERED by Melody Wallace (Williamston, MI)
to give a predetermined hearing result to take my property regardless of facts. This was
retaliation for me asserting and exercising First Amendment rights.
(11) In JULY 2017, I attempted to file a 2nd lawsuit on aforesaid persons at Cotton Prison
wrongfully taking my property, Northington vs Schmeltz, Stephens, et al, Michigan Court of
Claims No. 17-000253-MP, before Judge Cynthia Stephens. From when I first requested the
Cotton Prison Staff to provide the required Certificate of Account in JULY 2017, it took Carina
Blair, Ryan Bolton, Kimberly Napier, Stacey Stinson and other Cotton Staff until 30
DECEMBER of 2017 to NOT mail my filing fee and copies of Complaint to the Court to get
the lawsuit started. They were attempting to run filing the case past the Statute of Limitations. I
finally had my sister mail the required funds and copies of Complaints to the Court to get the
lawsuit started only one day before the time limit in JANUARY 2018. The aforesaid
obstruction of court access was continued retaliation for me using the First Amendment to

protect my health and Civil Rights dating back to my first JUNE 2016 medical lawsuit.
It has been a 30-year incestuous relationship of Melody Wallace in the MDOC Office of Legal
Affairs acting for profit in doing bidding of the now-forcibly-retired bribe-taking Judge Michael
J. Talbot and permanently disbarred (in 1999) Prosecutor William D. Frey of the "DEEP
STATE" SE MI PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA, and MDOC Staff covering-up for each other when
they commit such unlawful acts.
I believe the "DEEP STATE" actions of repeatedly transferring me and taking my property
shortly after release from the hospital after Heart Surgery and Stroke were intended to create
sufficient stress to cause my death. Genesis 26:11; Psalm 9:1-16, 32:10,105:15. What will be
their end? Matthew 7:12. "The measure you use will be used against you". Matthew 7:1; Luke
6:38. I never pray for harm to anyone but only for protection and good for The Faithful. James
5:13. I have repeatedly seen these Scriptures fulfilled just by praying for protection in the 31years of unlawful imprisonment, often with the Lord's poetic form of justice stated in Luke
6:38.
At writing of this email on 19 MAY 2018, I am pursuing the Civil Rights lawsuit in U.S.
District Court, and the property theft lawsuit in the Michigan Court of Claims, by handwriting
everything. It takes one (1) BIC Pen every 4 to 5 days to do this. There's an old song that goes
through my mind when the "DEEP STATE" attacks me, "If you don't know me by now....."
They will never reeducate me into their satanic ways. As my first song, "A New Beginning",
says, "Praise the Lord, O, my soul; all my inmost being. Praise and shout his holy name, today".
(My next email will be a sermonette I wrote in 2007. This is the last of a series of 8 on the
"DEEP STATE" PUBLIC OFFICE MAFIA of SE MI.)
To the evildoers: REPENT!!!

